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About This Game

All Stars Racing Cup is the ultimate top-down racing experience!
Push your driving skills to the limit in this vibrant, fun, arcade-style racing game against AI or with up to three other players

either locally or via online multiplayer.
Master the art of drifting to go head-to-head with your opponents in a choice of challenging tracks and race to beat them to the

finish.
With a wide range of vehicles and a number of circuits to choose from, can you master them all to become the next All Star?

As with our main company we plan to donate 5% of all sales to different charities and causes each month

Features

Competitive arcade racing - battle to push your competition off the track or compete for the best racing line to gain first
place in fun and challenging four-player races.

Flexible multiplayer gameplay: Take on friends locally or online players for the ultimate gaming experience your way.

Suitable for players of all ages - simple controls, fun, clean graphics and intuitive gameplay make this game a must for
all ages!
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You can view a full list of our future development plans and bug fixes on our Trello page.
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Title: All Stars Racing Cup
Genre: Casual, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
Ink Syntax
Publisher:
Ink Syntax
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Draw a line on a piece of paper, put the letter A at one end, and the letter B at the other. Make sure there is nothing interesting
on the line between the two points. Now take a different coloured pen/pencil and slowly draw over the line from point A toward
point B, as you do this recite various proverbs in a voice akin to reading a script at a school play.
This is what playing Drizzlepath: Genie is like.
I thought the previous Drizzlepath was pretty bad, but this one's just as dull and is three times longer! I like the idea of walking
simulators, but they have to have something in them to keep you interested, whether it be landmarks, buildings, animals, fauna,
whatever. The extent of "features" in this game are a few empty houses dotted around, a handful of broken statues and an out-of-
place dragon flapping through the skies: All of which you can't interact with.
It's a shame the Soundtrack isn't available separately, it is literally the best thing about the game, the rest of it is as bland as you
can imagine a game being. Don't waste your time.. I only regret pending 48.99999 cents of the 49 cents I spent on this. It is a
VERY simple, although well put together graphics wise game that reminds me some of free phone apps. HOWEVER, it makes
a silly gage gift and I did end up buying more than one copy even tho Ive played it for less than a half an hour and am more or
less over it lol its a silly idea that could be kind of cool...... but isnt.. All Stars Racing Cup is an isometric homage to RC Pro
Am, but manages to so much more lackluster than the 80s classic. The driving is dull, there\u2019s no grand prix, it\u2019s an
uninspiring exhibition with a few closed circuit courses. It\u2019s so basic, generic and devoid of content that it\u2019s
probably an asset flip.

As mentioned before the driving is dull, but the highlight is being able to run into cones that line each course and they\u2019ll
bounce out of your way. The racetracks needs walls, since you can drive off the pavement and over the grass. Without walls, you
can drive wherever, but the game still recognizes that you should be driving on the pavement. You however, will not know
where you left the pavement, and you need to go back to that point.

Each exhibition forces you to select a car and three opponents to race against on four tracks. There\u2019s a variety of vehicles,
but without stats, I\u2019ll assume they\u2019re all the same and that\u2019s rather disappointing. Thankfully the game
remembers the vehicles between exhibitions or it would be a pain setting that up each time.

The computer controlled drivers do an adequate job, but on a game without much content or fun, their driving skills don\u2019t
matter. Seeing a semi truck spin out made it useless as a competitor. I\u2019m unsure if it was unable to turn around or had a
tire stuck in the ground, but it happened twice on my brief play time. When the first vehicle finishes its three laps, the race is
done. No placement is given and you can\u2019t finish.

There are only a four tracks, each has the same flat terrain and the same grassy theme. Some of these tracks are long, which
result in boredom sinking in quickly. Long tracks don\u2019t need a forced three laps. Even changing the color of the objects
would go a long way to making each course feel different. If the selection of vehicles can at least have different colors, why not
the environments?

When I click the settings, the game freezes, but that might be a first time issue. The game allows for online play, but well if the
racing isn\u2019t fun and there\u2019s not much content, I didn\u2019t even bother trying, I\u2019ll assume that there\u2019s
no one waiting to play.

Even as a dirt cheap game that\u2019s constantly on sale, I can\u2019t recommend this game. It\u2019s shallow, dull and
uninspiring. Even with a solid engine, there are no frills that motivate me to see the light that this could be a great game rather
than a quick cash in and possible asset flip.. I really regret buying this game.
The "mini-games" as they are called look horrible and control very badly. Buttons not responding and just generally floaty
controlls.

The games graphics look horrible even on max. settings.

The "mini-games" themselves are very bad, broken and boring. Just collect X and get a key, kill X enemies and get the key or
get to X and get the keys.

While you play the "mini-games" you need to collect burgers and soft drinks so you dont die. However there are far to few of
them and with how slow the games play it is very hard to complete a room. And if you do complete a room the next room will
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just boot the same game again.... This game is unpolished, misleading, but somewhat fun gameplay. Still rating it down. This
game is hard! It's definitely a fun challenge. If you like difficult platformers this game is definitely one you should check out.
Don't forget to grab a controller. The controls are great, the graphics are clear and easy to understand, and the difficulty ramps
up right as you start to feel like you've got the hang of it. Be warned, if you fail in front of a friend they're almost guaranteed to
make a joke about you were 'Almost There.'. Some achievements are broken, performance is rough, taking damage while the
drone is repairing things is annoying, and the game is very very short. There are 4 stages that kind of nutshell a "mission" that
you are apparently doing. I think this is the end of buying wave shooters for me. The time has come.. 4 is still my favorite but
this game might be better over time
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If you liked Form, then you will probably tolerate this one - it's basically the same stuff in a different wrapping. But if you
didn't like Form, then you gonna absolutely HATE Twilight Path.

Those two games have a lot of similarities: awesome visuals, short length, unsatisfying ending and the most boring puzzles ever.
Follow the path with your hand, solve a 3D jigsaw puzzle with 2-5 pieces, point your hand on an object for a few seconds - that
covers about 90% of the gameplay. I don't think this can even be called "puzzles" with all seriousness.. While TSS is not quite
my favorite DROD game or a good entry point into the series, it is no doubt the best one as a pure puzzler and by all rights one
of the biggest and best pure puzzle games ever made as well as a fantastic culmination to the series.. From enemies constantly
getting stuck in walls causing you to reset from the start to failing challanges the moment you start the wave.
This is just as terrible as is the main game.. Wakfu is a wonderful animated show with adorable characters and great story
telling. This is a 45 minute movie, well worth the purchase.. Ok so the game is good, but i had issues with this Lego game where
i havent with the others. Had issues with achievements not popping and random crashes to desktop with this one. besides those
minor annoyances its a good game.. reminds me of a board game from when I was a kid that I played with my family that I can't
quite remember the title of, mixed with Jenga. A fun game to just chill and listen to some podcasts to, while casually solving the
puzzles. the dialogue is occasionally funny, although a bit tedious over time. It seems like it's been abandoned in early access,
but to be honest it's strong enough as is. some of the planned features seem like they would've been nice, but not too concerned
without them. All in all, a strong and relatively cheap addition to your VR library if you like puzzle games in general. The greek
aesthetic is also one rarely explored in games, and the idea of being a godly city inspector is a fun spin.. First impressions is that
it seems like a fun and challenging game. A very steep learning curve. I'd also recommend a controller highly, not sure if this is
because i'm used to pressing space to jump but keyboard and pressing either shift feels unnatural for me. Trying to use a Steam
Controller with this and it's okay and works, but i'm sure it's more to do with the actual controller rather than the game.

Gameplay is unique and a few minor bugs as you'd expect with an early access.

EDIT; Updated keyboard controls!. Various invisible walls preventing exploration, annoyingly they will specifically attrack you
to a location, let you get close enough to see something of interest and then drop an invisible wall in preventing from
approaching.
-Horrrendous narration, both in the monolog itself and it's reading
-Objects are not obscured by fog correctly
-No lighting, though this isn't obvious till entering the cave

Not recommended. This would be my favortie of all three. Done in the same style as the first two, Star Sky 3 takes things a step
further, complacating 'the journey'. I enjoyed it.. Rare it is to uncover a game which -- like a spider in the wall between this
world and the next -- defines a space for itself to catch the curiosity of a questing mind. I struggle in vain to describe its
ineffable virtues, yet all for the best. To know such a thing would unravel its existence as surely as slumber shatters the
comfortable delusion that is consciousness.
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